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Abstract

Population aging in developed and developing economies has led to increasing num-

bers of elderly people in need of care. This poses a challenge to the social ar-

rangements of care and has important aggregate economic implications. This paper

proposes a simple theoretical framework to evaluate the interplay of gender norms

and the gender wage gap, as well as specific characteristics of the paid care market

such as occupational segregation and market power rents. Our model shows how

declines in the gender wage gap may have small effects on the division of eldercare

work in the presence of persistent gender norms. We also show that market power

dynamics, in conjunction with gender norms, might perpetuate reliance on the fe-

male provision of unpaid care. Our model has important implications for policies

aiming to promote gender-egalitarian household division of labor and affordable

access to quality long-term care.
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1 Introduction

Populations around the world are aging, albeit at varied pace, and the increasing demand

for long-term care (LTC) is an imminent issue to policymakers. In addition, COVID-19

has disproportionately affected the health of the elderly population, increasing eldercare

needs and further revealing the lack of proper long-term care infrastructure. A large pro-

portion of long-term care is provided by female household members due to the gender gap

in wages and labor force participation and its interaction with persistent gender norms.

Evidence suggests that gender norms around household division of labor can persist, re-

gardless of the trends in relative wages (Bittman, England, Sayer, Folbre and Matheson,

2003; Gupta, 2007; Burda, Hamermesh and Weil, 2013; Lyonette and Crompton, 2015;

Bertrand, Kamenica and Pan, 2015) and therefore they also play a crucial role in shaping

the nature of eldercare arrangements in society. In this paper, we hypothesize that the

general decline in the gender wage gap has had little effect on the division of unpaid

eldercare work due to the persistence of traditional gender norms. To capture the effect

of gender norms in care provision, we develop a tractable model with intergenerational

provision of care and unequal division of unpaid care work within the household. We as-

sume that gender norms shape the substitutability between women and men’s care inputs.

Our model studies the dynamics of unpaid eldercare provision, labor supply and paid

eldercare services, under the assumption that gender norms constrain the distribution of

unpaid care provision. Gender norms within the household interact with the gender wage

gap in the market to determine how female and male family members contribute their

time to unpaid eldercare and paid labor work.1 Our model explains how declines in the

gender wage gap may have small effects on the division of eldercare work in the presence

of persistent gender norms. We suggest that this is consistent with observed trends. Our

model also includes market power rents and gender-based labor market segmentation to

account for other features of the care services market in a tractable manner, namely the

high cost of private long-term care and the lack of quality care due to weak industry

regulation, which can reinforce the reliance on family to provide eldercare.

Feminist economists have long studied the role of social norms on household division

of work and labor supply (Hartmann, 1976; Beneria, 1979; Folbre, 1994; Bergmann,

2005; Floro and Meurs, 2009; Floro and Komatsu, 2011; Sevilla-Sanz, Gimenez-Nadal

and Fernández, 2010; Doss, 2013; Pearse and Connell, 2016). There have been recent

efforts to include care work in a macroeconomic framework (Braunstein, Staveren and

1While we explicitly model eldercare provision, our model can be modified to study other types of
care such as childcare and care for the disabled.
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Tavani, 2011). Heintz and Folbre (2019) present a growth model with endogenous growth

and fertility to account for demographic changes. Miller and Bairoliya (2020) explore

how eldercare provision influences intra-household time and resource allocation. Our pa-

per contributes to the gender-aware macroeconomic literature that study the dynamics of

gender and growth by building a tractable overlapping generations (OLG) framework that

explicitly models long-term care needs in the context of gendered distribution of unpaid

care and gendered labor markets.

A growing number of mainstream studies have explored the attendant consequences of the

rising demand for long-term care. One strand of the recent literature studies long-term

care needs as a driver of the elderly’s savings behavior over the life cycle (Ameriks, Briggs,

Caplin, Shapiro and Tonetti, 2015; Mommaerts, 2015; Ko, 2016; Bueren, 2017; Lockwood,

2018). Another strand of the literature employs general equilibrium models to examine

the role of unpaid care by family members in determining the demand for long-term care

(Tabata, 2005; Kydland and Pretnar, 2019). These papers focus on the dynamics of

demand for long-term care when both paid and unpaid care options are available, but do

not include any gender dimension. We believe that the persistence of gender norms may

also help explain questions addressed by this literature, such as the long-term care puzzle

i.e., the paradoxical trend describing the low demand for private long-term care insurance

despite increasing needs for long-term care.2

The gender dimensions of long-term care, both within the household and the care mar-

ket, remain largely absent in neoclassical growth models. This is a serious gap in the

literature for analyzing the impact of long-term care on economic outcomes, especially

when analyzing policy options. A few studies such as Galor and Weil (1996), Lagerlöf

(2003), Agénor and Agénor (2014), and Agénor (2018) are a few examples of papers that

incorporate a specific gender dimension to the study of the long-run dynamics. To the

best of our knowledge, Barigozzi, Cremer and Roeder (2017) is the only study of unpaid

eldercare that considers the role of gender norms in a theoretical model. Different from

Barigozzi et al. (2017) that studies how gender norm affects the costs of different long-

term care arrangements in a static model, we use a dynamic macroeconomic approach

that explain the interrelation between the observed gender wage gaps, the role of gender

and care penalties in the labor market, and the intra-household distribution of care work.

Our paper can be conceived as an attempt to provide a tractable benchmark to introduce

gender-biased care work in macroeconomic models.

2This puzzle is particularly prevalent in countries with feeble or non-existent public investment in
eldercare services, such as the United States. Needless to say, there are also other factors at play. For
example, one of the main reasons for a shallow private long-term care insurance market is that it is
actuarially difficult to account for future costs.
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2 Background

The gender wage gap has been decreasing on average since the 1960s and 1970s, but

this trend has slowed or even stalled in recent decades. Globally, the gender wage gap

is estimated to be around 23 percent, i.e., women earn 77 percent of what men earn.

Although some progress has been made in reducing the gender wage gap, the closure

is far from complete. Blau and Kahn (2017) note that the U.S. and other high-income

countries have had a substantial reduction in the gender wage gap in the long-run. Figure

1 depicts parallel increases in the female relative wages and labor force participation rates

on average in OECD countries.3 However, the linear aggregate trends mask the variation

across countries and across economic sectors within countries as well as important trends

of female labor force participation and home production time.

[Insert Figure 1 here.]

In the U.S., the strongest convergence of the gender wage gap occurred during the 1980s,

and progress has been slower and more uneven since then. Figure 2 presents the long-run

trends of female and male labor force participation rates and home production time in

the US between 1950 and 2015. Figure 3 zooms in the periods from 1990 to 2018. The

convergence of the gender wage gap has slowed down since 1990, and the female labor

force participation has been steady or falling since 1990. In Korea and Japan where

populations are aging at fast rates (as shown in Figure A.1), the gender wage gap has

been declining at a slower rate compared to other OECD countries (as shown in Figure

A.2). Similarly, the ILO’s Global Wage Report (2018b) notes that progress in closing the

gender wage gap worldwide has recently been slowing down, in spite of significant progress

in women’s educational attainments and higher female labor market participation rates

in many countries.

[Insert Figure 2 here.]

[Insert Figure 3 here.]

Analogous to the trends of the gender wage gap, household division of labor and time

spent on care and housework have shown slower gender convergence in recent years.4

3We focus on OECD countries due to data limitations on the gender-disaggregated wage gap in
developing countries. Also note we include the standard measure of old-age dependency ratio, defined as
the ratio of people older than 64 to the working-age population (15-64). However, recent literature (see
Muszyńska and Rau (2012) and King, Randolph, Floro and Suh (2021) for example) have shown that
other measures of dependency ratios may be more relevant with decreased morbidity and increased life
expectancy.

4An important caveat to note is that to date, there is hardly any data or research on the trend in
the division of eldercare provided by family members over time. We therefore rely on evidence provided
by longitudinal studies on time spent by women and men in unpaid care work, which includes domestic
chores and all forms of care work (i.e. childcare, sick care/disabled care and eldercare).
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Among high-income countries, men’s and women’s time spent on paid and unpaid work

showed some convergence between the 1960s and 1990s (World Bank, 2011; Beneria, Berik

and Floro, 2016; Sullivan, 2019). However, these trends have slowed down in recent years

in countries such as the U.S. or reversed as in the case of Australia. As Figure 3 shows,

women continue to spend more time on unpaid domestic and care work in the U.S., and

the trends for home production time for both genders have not changed.5

Using population weighted averages for 23 countries with longitudinal time-use data, ILO

(2018b) finds that the gender difference in time spent on unpaid care work has only

slightly narrowed. Between 1997 and 2015, population weighted averages show an almost

unchanged pattern in the division of unpaid care work, with women’s unpaid care work

time decreasing only from 4 hours and 23 minutes to 4 hours and 8 minutes. Over the

same period, men’s unpaid care work on average did not increase, but instead diminished

by 8 minutes. In fact, there has been a ‘levelling off’ in men’s contribution to unpaid care

work between the late 1990s to early 2000s and the 2009-15 period in countries such as

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Japan and the United States. An actual decline in the av-

erage contribution by men to unpaid care work has occurred in Thailand, France, Benin,

South Korea and Germany.

To understand the dynamics of long-term care and female labor supply, it is crucial to con-

sider the role of gender norms. Feminist economists and gender scholars have long pointed

out the influence of socially-ascribed gender roles on division of labor and the manner in

which care and household responsibilities constrain women’s labor market choices (Hart-

mann, 1982; Folbre, 1986, 1994; Elson, 1995). Across cultures, men are expected to be

breadwinners; women are expected to be caregivers. Consequently, wives and daughters

are three times more likely than sons to be primary caregivers to older parents (Bauer

and Sousa-Poza, 2015). Evidence from several studies in the US and China indicate that

women devote more time to parental caregiving and are more likely to be aging parents

(or parent-in-laws)’ primary caregivers compared with men (Liu, Dong and Zheng, 2010;

Luo and Chui, 2019; Henle, Fisher, McCarthy, Prince, Mattingly and Clancy, 2020).

The extent to which the gender division of care labor has changed as a result of the in-

crease in women’s labor force participation, and more specifically, the downward trend in

gender wage gap, is unclear. A few studies suggest that traditional gender roles continue

to have a significant impact on household division of labor despite a half- century labor

market gains by women such as the decline in the gender gap in labor force participation

5While it is true that the gap between men’s and women’s non-market work has changed little, it is
also true that overall time devoted to housework has declined in many countries; in the U.S. co-resident
fathers have increased their time in childcare, as have mothers (Parker and Wang, 2013).
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and the gender gap in earnings (Bittman et al., 2003; Gupta, 2007). Akerlof and Kranton

(2000) report that women in the U.S. do not undertake less than half of the housework

even if they work or earn more than the husband, indicating that, ceteris paribus, in

couples where the wife spends more time in work outside the home, she also spends more

time on chores and childcare. Bertrand et al. (2015) provide further evidence that the

gender gap in non-market work is greater when the wife earns more than the husband,

suggesting that a reduction in the gender wage gap does not necessarily change gender

roles within the household. Their study contributes to the explanation of why men had

not increased their housework commensurately as women moved into paid employment,

and provides support for the idea that gender norms could have a more powerful influence

on household division of labor than trends in relative income or earnings. While we have

observed that the gender wage gap has changed relatively little in size in more recent

years, the impact of the declining gender wage gap on the division of care work is even

smaller.

Another type of gender inequality in the labor market is occupational segregation. Sort-

ing and segregation across industries and occupations by gender have been documented

as contributors to the gender wage gap in many parts of the world (Blau and Kahn, 2017;

Folbre and Smith, 2017; Folbre, 2018; Borrowman and Klasen, 2020). Women dispropor-

tionately sort into lower-paid occupations, especially occupations in the care sector. In

addition to the ‘gender penalty’, many care workers experience a ‘care pay penalty’, rang-

ing from 4 to 40 percent of their hourly wages according to ILO (2018a). Female eldercare

and childcare workers earn less on average than female workers in the non-care sectors of

the economy. Care occupations are typically viewed as extensions of unpaid care work

performed within households and carry low status and low pay.6 Care workers are under-

paid, overworked and endure poor working conditions. Moreover, jobs in the long-term

care sector are mostly non-standard and precarious, with part-time employment being

twice higher than the average rate in the economy (OECD, 2020). The private long-term

care sector has monopsony power over care workers who typically have low bargaining

power (Folbre and Smith, 2017).

Given these stylized facts, in the following section, we present a tractable model of long-

term care with gender norms, occupational segregation, and care market rent. Specifically,

our model recognizes the interplay of gender relations in households and labor market

forces in determining the change in female labor force participation due to changes in

female relative wages. The persistence of traditional gender norms in addition to prevailing

6According to OECD (2020), personal care workers of elderly constitute the bulk of the long-term
care workforce (70%) in OECD and have very low entry requirements into the job.
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gender relations in the labor market may explain the perpetuation of unequal distribution

of care work. We show how gender norms can be situated in a model to study the unequal

distribution of care work.

3 A Model with Long-Term Care and Gender

We extend the canonical overlapping generations model with production to incorporate

long-term care needs, the provision of gender-based unpaid care as well as gendered labor

market and LTC service sector. We assume that there are two production sectors in

the economy: a small long-term care service sector that only uses labor, and the rest of

economy that uses capital and labor. For the sake of simplicity, we shall refer to the rest

of the economy as the goods sector. We also assume that the labor market is characterized

by occupational segregation. In particular, we assume that the external or paid care sector

only employs female labor, while the goods sector employs female and male labor. We

elaborate on this point below. In Sections 3.1 to 3.2, we present the setup of the model

focusing on the household sector, goods sector, and the LTC services sector. In Section

3.3, we characterize the equilibrium and we analize the implications for the distribution

of unpaid care work and the provision of market care services. In section 4 we discuss

policy implications. Section 5 concludes.

3.1 Households

We assume each household consists of a woman and a man. Households live for two peri-

ods: a working adult period, t, and a retired elderly period, t+ 1. There are Nt working

adult (or simply young) households in period t. Households receive utility from consump-

tion and from the amount of care received by their elderly relatives. Working adults can

provide care to their elderly relatives using their time or can purchase external paid care

services.7 Women and men are economically identical and supply labor elastically in the

labor market. However, there are gender norms that influence the distribution of women

and men’s unpaid and paid labor time within the household.8

The life-time utility function of a young household in period t is:

ut = u(cyt ) + γu(ht) + β
(
u(cot+1) + u(ht+1)

)
(1)

7Eldercare can refer to both direct relational care and indirect care. See ILO (2018a) for the definition
and scope of care work.

8Since the focus of the paper is the study of long-term care provision, we do not model child-rearing
explicitly. However, the time allocation for child-rearing could be modelled using the setup described in
this section. In particular, equation 3 below provides a rationale to study unequal care workload within
the household and the lack of response of such workload to changes in market prices. Although a model
with childcare would imply a different dynamic setup, the distribution of unpaid care work would be
along the same lines.
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where cyt and cot+1 refer to household consumption in the first and second period respec-

tively, and ht refers to the amount of effective eldercare received by generation that is old

in period t. Parameter 0 < β < 1 is the time discount factor. The level of effective care

ht is decided by the generation that is young in period t, but is received by the generation

that is old in period t (i.e. their elderly parents). Hence, parameter γ represents the

degree of altruism (or strength of moral obligations) of young households towards their

elderly relatives.9

The total level of effective eldercare ht depends of unpaid family care, hht , and external

paid care services, (hpt ):

ht = (hht )
µ(hpt )

1−µ (2)

where the exponent µ ∈ [0, 1] reflects that paid and unpaid care do not necessarily pro-

vide the same level of utility. If µ = 0.5, both types of care provide the same utility.

If µ ∈ (0.5, 1], care provided by family is preferred to care purchased in the market. If

µ ∈ [0, 0.5), care purchased in the the market is preferred to care provided by the family.10

Thus, parameter µ can be interpreted as a social norm regarding people’s preferences for

unpaid care and paid care. Functional form 2 also implies a decreasing marginal utility

with respect to each type of care.

We introduce gender norms in the provision of family care using a tractable CES specifi-

cation that shapes the substitutability of care work inputs by men and women. Letting

hhtf stand for family care provided by the woman and hhtm for family care provided by the

man, the total production of family care hht results from the following CES aggregator:

hht =
[
s hhtm

σ−1
σ + (1− s)hhtf

σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

(3)

where s ∈ [0, 1] and σ ∈ [0, 1].11 Shares s and 1 − s are distributional reduced-form

parameters and can be interpreted as the outcome of a bargaining within the young

household, or can also be interpreted as the degree of filial piety or moral commitment of

men and women respectively to their elderly relatives. Parameter σ measures the degree

of substitutability between hhtf and hhtm and shapes the response of the working adults to

changes in their relative earnings. High substitutability (σ close to 1) indicates that the

9Note that we limit unpaid family care to care provided by working-age adults in the household in
order to study the intergenerational dynamics. However, we acknowledge that unpaid care provided by
female spouses are also a significant part of family care.

10There are different types of paid care services, such as institutional care and in-home care. For
simplicity, we do not differentiate between the types of paid care services to focus on the usage of unpaid
care versus paid care.

11Ichino, Olsson, Petrongolo and Thoursie (2019) use a similar specification to evaluate the empirical
relevance of gender norms.
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distribution of unpaid work responds strongly to changes in market incomes, whereas low

substitutability (σ close to 0) indicates that the division of unpaid work is more rigid or

less sensitive to such changes. This parameter is a pivotal aspect of our model. Unlike

in previous growth literature, the relationship between the gender wage gap and unpaid

care provided by the male and female children is not assumed to be proportional. We

interpret s and σ as the level and elasticity of gender norms, respectively. Together with

the gender wage gap, these parameters determine the distribution of time between men

and women.12 Letting wmt , wfyt and wfpt denote the male wage rate in the goods sector,

the female wage rate in the goods sector and the female wage rate in the care sector,

respectively, the life-time budget constraint of the household can be written as:

cyt +
cot+1

1 + rt+1

+ qth
p
t = wmt (1− hhtm) + wfyt φ (1− hhtf ) + wfpt (1− φ)(1− hhtf ) (4)

where qt refers to the relative price of market care, rt+1 stands for the return to savings

in period t + 1. Parameters φ and 1 − φ are the fractions of female labor employed in

the goods and paid care labor markets, respectively. Note that, for simplicity, Equation

4 abstracts from leisure time, by assuming that all the time that is not devoted to work

is employed to carry out unpaid care tasks. The inclusion of leisure in the model would

not change the main results for the purpose of our analysis.

External long-term care hpt is purchased in the market at price qt by working adults.

Hence, hpt is equivalent to an in-kind transfer from the working adults to their elderly

relatives.13 Since family care is unpaid, the cost associated to it is determined by the

foregone wages during the time spent providing eldercare.14 The cost of providing unpaid

family care hht is given by:

C(hht ) = wmt h
h
tm + wft h

h
tf (5)

where wft ≡
(
φwfyt + (1 − φ)wfpt

)
and the provision of hht is determined by equation 3.

The utility maximization problem of a young household is solved in two steps: a cost

minimization problem that determines the distribution of unpaid eldercare within the

household, and a utility maximization problem that determines the total supply of unpaid

family care and the demand for paid care. By minimizing the cost of providing family

12Siegel (2017) uses a similar specification to model the distribution of home production and the
evolution of fertility rates, although his interpretation is not in terms of gender norms.

13Alternatively, one can assume that the elderly, not the working-age individuals, are the ones who
directly purchase care services in the market using the own savings. Such specification would have
different implications for savings.

14In our model, a decrease in the gender wage gap increases the opportunity cost of providing unpaid
care for married women, relative to that of married men. While this is true for some women, the
opportunity cost remains low for some women, especially those with lower education (Howes, 2005). This
heterogeneity is masked in our aggregate model.
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care C(hht ) in equation 5 subject to equation 3, we obtain the following cost function:

C(hht ) = hht

[
sσ
(
wmt
)1−σ

+ (1− s)σ
(
wft
)1−σ] 1

1−σ
(6)

To understand Equation 6, one can assume the (not so unrealistic) case where s = 0,

that is, when all the family care is provided by women. In that case, the economic cost

of providing a certain amount of family care h̄ht is equal to the forgone wages of women

during the time devoted to care:

C(h̄ht ) = h̄htw
f
t ≡ h̄ht

(
φwfyt + (1− φ)wfpt

)
In the second step, households choose the level of unpaid family care, the amount of

external care services and consumption during the two periods, cyt and cot+1, to maximize

life-time utility in equation 1 subject to the following inter-temporal budget constraint:

cyt +
cot+1

1 + rt+1

+ qth
p
t = wmt + wft − C(hht ) (7)

The first-order conditions are

u′(cyt ) = (1 + rt+1)βu
′(cot+1) (8)

qtu
′(cyt ) = γ(1− µ)u′(ht)

(
hht
hpt

)µ

(9)

u′(cyt )C
′(hht ) = γµu′(ht)

(
hht
hpt

)µ−1

(10)

Equation 8 is the standard Euler equation that solves the intertemporal problem and

determine households’ savings. Equation 9 reflects the intratemporal optimal decision

between consumption and paid care. A household that gives up qt units of consumption

and loses qtu
′(cyt ), can purchase one more unit of external care services, which provides an

effective increase in marginal utility of γ(1 − µ)u′(ht)(h
h
t )
µ(hpt )

−µ. The optimal amounts

of consumption and paid care equalize these two magnitudes, which is what Equation 9

states. Finally, equation 10 represents the intratemporal optimal decision between the

level of participation in the labor market and providing unpaid family care. A household

that provides one more unit of unpaid care obtains an increase in effective utility of

γµu′(ht)(h
h
t )
µ−1(hpt )

1−µ. However, this decision involves an opportunity cost, represented

by the lost of income C ′(hht ) times the increase in utility u′(cyt ) that would have been

obtained with the additional consumption allowed by that income. Again, the optimal

amounts of labor and unpaid care equalize these two magnitudes.
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3.2 Production

3.2.1 Goods Sector

Since we assume that women and men are economically identical, the total amount of

labor employed in the goods sector is equal to the sum of male and female labor:

Lyt = Ltm + Lytf

where Ltm stands for aggregate male labor and Lytf stands for the number of female

labor employed in the goods sector. The production technology of the goods sector is

represented by a standard constant returns to scale (CRS) production function. Since Nt

is equal to the number of households in period t, the production in per-household basis

in such period is:

F (Kt, Ltm + Lytf )

Nt

≡ f(kt, ltm + lytf ) ≡ yt (11)

where kt denotes capital per household, ltm ≡ Ltm
Nt

represents male labor per household

and ltf ≡
Lytf
Nt

represents female labor in the goods sector per household.

We assume that there is a positive gender wage gap in the goods sector, consistent with the

literature that shows persistent gender wage gaps within occupations even after controlling

for education, years of experience and hours worked (Berik, 2000; Jefferson and Preston,

2005; Karamessini and Ioakimoglou, 2007; Staveren, Elson, Grown and Cagatay, eds,

2007; Goldin, 2014; Blau and Kahn, 2017; Cutillo and Centra, 2017). We model the

gender wage gap by assuming that men are paid the marginal productivity of labor, but

women only receive a fraction 0 < ξ < 1 of it. We interpret 0 < ξ < 1 as the ‘gender

penalty’ or ‘motherhood penalty’ received by women workers (England, 2005; Anderson,

Binder and Krause, 2002; Folbre, 2018).15 Consequently, the optimal hiring conditions in

the goods sector are:

fk(kt, ltm + lytf ) = 1 + rt+1 (12)

ξfl(kt, ltm + lytf ) = wfyt (13)

fl(kt, ltm + lytf ) = wmt (14)

The gender wage gap in the goods sector, defined as (wmt − w
fy
t )/wmt , is equal to 1 − ξ,

which equals zero if ξ is equal to one.16 Note that this simple way of modelling the

15Monopsony could also help explain how discriminatory gender wage differences arise and persist
if employers yield greater monopsony power over women than men. Black (1995) develops a model in
which search costs give employers a degree of monopsony power. If there is discrimination against women,
women will face higher search costs than men, increasing employers’ monopsony power over them.

16For simplicity, since the focus of the paper is the gender wage gap, we abstract from labor market
power dynamics that jointly affect women and men, which have been the subject of study by the recent
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gender wage gap, caused by a wedge or margin that reduces female wages, is based on the

implicit assumption that the gap is institutionally driven and not related to technological

or physical attributes, as assumed in the neoclassical growth literature that involves the

gender wage gap (Galor and Weil, 1996; Yakita, 2020).

3.2.2 Long-Term Care Sector

The long-term care service sector uses female labor Lptf and produces aggregate care

services Hp
t according to a CRS production function G(·).17 In per-household basis, this

is equal to:
G
(
Lptf ; θ

)
Nt

≡ g
(
lptf ; θ

)
(15)

where θ is a parameter that stands for the provision of effective care per unit of profes-

sional labor, and lptf is female labor in the paid care sector per household. We use θ as

reduced-form productivity parameter that captures the quality of paid care and, thus, we

relate it with the training, resources and working conditions that affect the quality of care

services, and that are not present in the provision of unpaid family care.18 Given that lptf
and hhtf are both measured in (labor) time, parameter θ also represents the effectiveness of

care provision by paid care services relative to the effectiveness of care provision by family

members. Although we do not model public care provision explicitly, parameter θ provides

a rationale for government support in providing adequate training and care infrastructure.

We assume that there is a certain degree of labor market power that is specific to the

care industry. The optimal profit condition equates marginal revenues and marginal costs

adjusted by the presence of the market power rent:

(1− κ)qtg
′(lptf) = wft

p (16)

where wft
p is the marginal cost, qtg

′(lptf) is the marginal revenue and friction 0 < κ < 1

reflects the presence of the labor market power rent captured by employers in the care

industry. Wages in the care industry are also driven by the fact that its labor market is

segregated, which is consistent with the empirical evidence of women sorting into lower-

paid occupations, particularly the care sector.19 To be consistent with the pay penalty

literature on monoposony power.
17The assumption that only women work in the paid care sector is consistent with and driven by

gender norms.
18There is an extensive literature that shows how wages and working conditions affect the commit-

ment of the caregivers and, in general, the quality of the care service. See Whitebook et al. (1989);
Redfern, Hannan, Norman and Martin (2002); Burgio, Fisher, Fairchild, Scilley and Hardin (2004); Fol-
bre (2006); Hanefeld, Powell-Jackson and Balabanova (2017); Tawfik, Scheid, Profit, Shanafelt, Trockel,
Adair, Sexton and Ioannidis (2019)

19According to Folbre and Smith (2017), lower earnings in care industries are explained by specific
features of care work.
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observed in the care services industry, we assume that wages in the care industry are

lower than female wages in the rest of the economy by a factor of ν:

wft
p = νwft

y (17)

where 0 < ν < 1. Parameters ν and κ reflect specific institutional features of the labor

market in the care industry, namely that it is female-dominated and involves a service

also provided in households by women; they reflect existing evidence on wages in care

industries (Folbre and Smith, 2017).20 In fact, κ and ν can be interpreted jointly: by

sorting a portion of the female workforce into care sector jobs that are low paid, market

segmentation prevents the equalization of wages across industries and contributes to the

persistence of labor market power rents.21

3.3 Equilibrium

To characterize the equilibrium, we use particular functional forms for utility and pro-

duction. For the utility function, we assume the log-specification

ut = ln(cyt ) + γ ln(ht) + β
(

ln(cot+1) + ln(ht+1)
)

(18)

which is standard in the literature and allows us to obtain a simple expression for savings.

Using the Euler equation and the second-period budget constraint of households, we

obtain an expression for savings per household:

at =
β
(
wmt + wft − C(hht )− qth

p
t

)
1 + β

(19)

Both family care and paid care reduce savings because they are both provided by the

young generation. While paid care reduces savings by the value of the services purchased

in the market, unpaid care diminishes savings by the amount of foregone wages during

the time devoted to family care provision, represented by C(hht ). We use the following

Cobb-Douglas production functions:

y = kαt (ltm + lytf )
1−α (20)

and

hpt = θlptf (21)

20As shown by equations 16 and 17, both parameters would be equivalent if female wages in the rest of
the economy are equal to the marginal product in the care industry, which does not need to be necessarily
true.

21This interpretation would be consistent with a model that endogenizes κ in terms of ν. Here, for
simplification purposes, we assume that both κ and ν are parameters.
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in the care sector and the rest of the economy (goods sector), respectively. These func-

tional forms imply the following demand conditions for labor and capital:

(1− κ)qtθ = wft
p (22)

(1− α)kαt (ltm + lytf )
−α = wmt (23)

ξ(1− α)kαt (ltm + lytf )
−α = wfyt (24)

αkα−1t (ltm + lytf )
1−α = 1 + rt+1 (25)

The capital market equilibrium is given by:

kt+1 ≡
Kt+1

Nt

= at (26)

The equilibrium condition in the labor market of the goods sector equates the labor

demand ltm + lytf with the labor supplied by households to this sector, which is equal

to (1 − hhtm) + φ(1 − hhtf ). This equilibrium results in equilibrium wages wmt and wfyt .

The equilibrium condition in the labor market of the care sector is characterized by the

wage wfpt = νwfyt , which reflects that labor is not completely mobile between the two

production sectors, so female wages across the two markets are not fully equated. Finally,

equilibrium in the care services market results in the relative price q and paid care services

hpt .
22

3.3.1 Analysis

A key aspect of our model is the way in which we model the provision of unpaid care hht ,

which occurs according to Equation 3. Combining the first order conditions with respect

to hhtm and hhtf , one observes that the distribution of unpaid care work and, hence, the

relative labor supplies of women and men, respond to the following equation:

hhtf
hhtm

=

[
(1− s)
s

wmt

wft

]σ
(27)

This implies that the division of unpaid care work by gender depends on the aggregate

gender wage gap, but this relation is not linear as it is shaped by the gender norm elas-

ticity σ. Parameters s and σ fully determine the relative share of time that are devoted

to unpaid care by men and women when there is no aggregate gender wage gap. For

example, suppose that s = 1 − s = 0.5. This would be equivalent to the outcome of a

22The log-utility specification provides straightforward equilibrium expressions for savings, consump-
tion in each period, unpaid care, paid care, wages and the return to capital. For realistic parametrizations,
the gender wage gap has negative effect on savings and capital stock. Since the focus of the paper is on
the interplay of gender norms and labor supply, the analysis below focuses on paid care and unpaid care.
Closed form solutions for savings and other aggregate variables are available in the on line appendix.
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bargaining where the man and woman have equal bargaining power. In the absence of a

gender wage gap, each gender would devote the same amount of time to providing family

care, i.e. the ratio
hhtf
hhtm

would be equal to one. For simplicity, we shall refer to ratios

[(1− s)/s]σ and [wmt /w
f
t ]σ as the non-price and price-related determinants of the division

of care work, respectively.

Parameter σ measures the extent to which the relative amount of unpaid carework pro-

vided by women responds to changes in the aggregate gender wage gap. When the gender

wage gap falls, female relative wages increase and the household will allocate a larger share

of unpaid care work to the man, as shown in Equation 27. However, the reallocation of

men’s time from market to home, and women’s time from home to market, depends cru-

cially on the value of σ. Patriarchal gender norms correspond to low values of σ, as there

is little response of
hhtf
hhtm

to changes in the gender wage gap. In this case, the decline in the

gender wage gap hardly translates into a more egalitarian distribution of carework time

within the household. We claim that this is an appropriate approach to rationalize the

trends described in Section 2 in a macroeconomic model. If σ = 1, as implicitly assumed

in most of the literature, the response of
hhtf
hhtm

is proportional to the change in the gender

wage gap. That would indicate a case of flexible gender roles and high substitutability

between female and male household labor, which is at odds with the data.23

The key point that a declining gender wage gap does not translate directly into a more

equal sharing or division of household work is supported by evidence in the literature

(Bittman et al., 2003; Gupta, 2007; Bertrand et al., 2015; Lyonette and Crompton, 2015).

Bittman et al. (2003) used Australian and US data to demonstrate the limited effect

of spouses’contribution to family income on the division of housework. They find that

women decrease their housework as their earnings increase, up to the point where both

spouses contribute equally. Similarly, Gupta (2007) finds that US women’s housework is

affected only by their own earnings, not by their husbands’ nor by their earnings com-

pared to their husbands. Bertrand et al. (2015) show that among US couples where the

wife earns more than the husband, the wife spends on average more time on household

chores. Lyonette and Crompton (2015) find that men whose partners earn more do more

housework than other men, but she also finds that their level of housework is still lower

than their wives. Washbrook (2007) shows that the way in which men and women respond

to economic incentives is highly asymmetric, which indicates that gender-neutral model

of family decision-making cannot explain the distribution of time within the household.

These studies suggest that more egalitarian gender norms are needed in order to obtain

a more equal division of care work, and that economic incentives, though necessary, are

23Given an observed aggregate gender gap, parameters σ and s could be used to calibrate a steady
state allocation of time in a dynamic general equilibrium model.
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not a sufficient condition.

To get a closed expression of 27 in general equilibrium, we use equations 13, 14 and 17,

and the definition wft ≡
(
φwfyt + (1− φ)wfpt

)
. We get:

hhtf
hhtm

=

[
(1− s)
s

]σ(
1

φξ + (1− φ)νξ

)σ

(28)

Note that the aggregate gender wage gap depends on the gender wage gap in the goods

sector, which is given by the value of ξ, the pay penalty in the care sector, which is given

by ν, and the fraction of female labor employed in the care sector, 1− φ. In other words,

the aggregate gender wage gap depends on sector-specific wage gaps and the distribution

of the female workforce across sectors. Note that if there is no pay penalty in the care

sector (i.e. ν = 1), the aggregate gender wage gap would be equal to the gender gap in

the goods sector (i.e. wmt /w
f
t = 1/ξ).

We can combine the first order conditions from Equations 9 and 10 to obtain the relative

demand for care services. Using the specification in equation 2 for total care, we obtain

the following optimal rule:
C ′(hht )h

h
t

µ
=

qth
p
t

1− µ
(29)

This optimal rule equalizes the effective costs of provision of the two different types of

care. We can use this equation to characterize the relative demand for paid care. If, for

example, the left side of the equation is greater than the right side of the equation, the

opportunity cost of providing unpaid care is greater than the effective cost of purchasing

market care. The demand for market care hpt would increase, pushing the right side of

the equation upwards. At the same time, the decrease in family care provision would

cause a decrease in the term on the left side of the equation. Both sides would adjust

up to the point in which the opportunity cost of unpaid care is equal to the cost of paid

care. The opposite would happen if the cost of purchasing care is greater than the cost

of providing unpaid care. Also note that we refer to effective costs, not merely mone-

tary costs. We observe this is the case because the direct monetary cost qth
p
t is scaled

by 1/(1 − µ), while the opportunity monetary cost C ′(hht )h
h
t is scaled by 1/µ. If µ is

high, unpaid care is relatively more valued than paid care (see equation 2), which reduces

the effective cost of unpaid care but increases the effective cost of paid care in equation 29.

We can use equation 29 to obtain an explicit relative demand for market care services:

hpt
hht

=
1− µ
µ

[
sσ
(
wmt
)1−σ

+ (1− s)σ
(
wft
)1−σ] 1

1−σ

qt
(30)
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where we see that the demand for paid care depends positively on the female and male

wage rates (as they raise the opportunity cost of unpaid care) and negatively on the price

of market care services and the preference parameter µ. Note that an increase in the

female relative wages not only affects the way unpaid care work is distributed within the

household, but also the marginal cost of providing unpaid care. To see this, we can use

the expression for the aggregate gender wage gap to simplify the marginal cost:

C ′(hht ) = wmt

[
sσ + (1− s)σξ∗1−σ

] 1
1−σ

(31)

where ξ∗ ≡ φξ + (1− φ)νξ is the aggregate gender wage gap. The bigger the share 1− s,
the bigger the positive effect of a decline in the aggregate gender wage gap on the marginal

cost of unpaid care. The latter then causes, ceteris paribus, a stronger response for paid

care demand, as reflected in equation 30. The effect also depends on the extent to which

male unpaid labor is substituted for female unpaid labor, which is driven by the gender

norm σ. If patriarchal norms are strong and a decrease in the gender wage gap has little

effect on the allocation of time within the household, the (opportunity) marginal cost of

unpaid care will barely respond to changes in the gender wage gap and a low demand for

paid care services will persist.

In general equilibrium, higher female wages not only increase the opportunity cost of

unpaid care, but also increase the price of purchasing market care via increasing costs in

the care industry. This pushes the demand for paid care services in the opposite direction.

By combining equations 13-14 with 16 and 17, we obtain the relative price of market care

services:

qt =
νξwmt
θ(1− κ)

(32)

Given this relationship between price and wages, in general equilibrium equation 30 be-

comes:

hpt
hht

=
1− µ
µ

(1− κ)θ

[
sσ + (1− s)σ

(
φξ + (1− φ)νξ

)1−σ] 1
(1−σ)

νξ
(33)

We now observe that the relative demand for market care services also depends negatively

on the gender wage gap via increasing prices (see the effect of ν and ξ in the denomi-

nator of 33). This result does not imply that a decline in the sectoral gender wage gap

(increase in ξ) or an increase in the relative wages of the care sector (increase in ν) will

necessarily dampen the replacement of unpaid care by paid care. To see this, note that

the demand for paid care services also depends on the quality of care provision (captured

by the reduced-form productivity parameter θ) and the market power rent κ. An increase

in quality can potentially raise the demand for external care services and help foster the

replacement of unpaid care. Crucially, the decline in the market power rent κ also has

a positive effect in the reduction of the cost of market care services and contribute to
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expand professional care and reduce the reliance on unpaid care provision.

This analysis suggests that policies aiming to reduce the burden of unpaid care should fo-

cus on developing more egalitarian gender norms, reducing the gender wage gap and labor

market segmentation and wage penalty in the care sector. It also indicates the importance

of understanding the market logic of the paid care service sector, like idiosyncratic market

power dynamics that, in conjunction with gender norms, might perpetuate reliance on the

female provision of unpaid care. Our model suggests that for external care services to help

meet long-term care needs, it is crucial to regulate firms and reduce market power rents

(i.e. lower κ in the model) and to make external care services accessible and productive,

possibly via public investment in care, leading to higher wages, more training, and better

quality care (i.e. higher θ in the model).

4 Role of Policies

There is by now a growing recognition that the stalled progress towards increasing women’s

labor force participation is related with the unequal division of labor in households in-

cluding those with frail elderly to care for. This form of gender inequality has significant

consequences on the labor supply as shown in our model.24 Moreover, whether or not

they provide eldercare, women often enter in traditionally ‘female’ occupations and sec-

tors, which tend to be undervalued because they are associated with domestic chores and

care work. These are also the sectors where market power rent exists and workers have

little bargaining power. In the case of the care sector, this translates into poor work-

ing conditions characterized by ‘just-in-time scheduling,’ job insecurity, and low wages

(Hwang, 2014; Dong, Feng and Yu, 2017; Duncan, 2019; Eun, 2019; Heger and Korfhage,

2020).

Our model’s implications highlight the importance of a comprehensive policy approach

aimed at reducing the women’s care workload by promoting a more equal division of labor

–albeit a shift away from traditional gender norms— and by reducing the gender wage gap

and labor market segmentation. However, as pointed out by Folbre (2021), there are also

supply-side factors that maintain occupational segregation. The threat of sexual harass-

ment and occurring condescension by male employers or co-workers for example can deter

women from entering traditional ‘male’ occupations. Filial piety or moral commitment to

their aging parents also can influence labor market decisions.

24Arora and Wolf (2014), Hammersmith and Lin (2019), and Bott, Sheckter and Milstein (2017)
demonstrate the difficulties that eldercare providers face in balancing care responsibilities with their
employment. Other studies show that an increase in unpaid eldercare can lead to withdrawal from the
labor force or a shift from fulltime to part-time employment (Butrica and Karamcheva, 2014; Chari,
Engberg, Ray and Mehrotra, 2015; Reinhard, Young, Levine, Kelly, Choula and Accius, 2019).
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This comprehensive policy approach involves three elements. First, there is need for

gender-aware public policies that systematically encourage gender-egalitarian social norms

that lead to more equal sharing of family carework. We have shown in our model that

gender division of unpaid care work depends not only on the gender wage gap, but also

on social norms, which shapes the response of the distribution of care work to changes

in market prices. Egalitarian norms can be encouraged through the provision of paid

parental leave and workplace leave policies that enable women and men to balance their

paid and care work responsibilities. It is also important to carry out gender aware assess-

ments of labor and social policies, with attention given to those in the so-called ‘female

occupations and sectors’ including the care sector.25

Second, there is need for a coherent yet strategic approach involving gender-aware labor

and social policies that strengthen the rights of workers especially care workers in pol-

icy engagements and collective bargaining. Our model indicates the imbalance between

employers and workers, depicted in our model by market power rents. This imbalance

raises the price of care services without raising wages, which contributes to perpetuate

the reliance on unpaid care. While policies that promote economic growth can expand

employment opportunities, they may simultaneously maintain market power rents and

the ’care pay penalty’, reinforcing the gender wage gap, occupational segregation and

the unequal distribution of unpaid care, thus undermining any progress towards gender

equality. This problem calls for governments to have a plan of action to create a market

environment that uphold rights at work and decent employment, especially for women,

and to develop and implement policies that address gender biases and discrimination in

the labor market. Such plan includes not only the adoption of pay equity law and ef-

fective enforcement of affirmative action, but also the implementation of gender-aware

assessments of labor and social policies. Collective bargaining is also needed to ensure

that workers receive adequate and equitable pay and have decent working conditions.

Third, governments should play an active role in regulating and in supporting eldercare

services to make quality care more available and accessible (Dong et al., 2017). Our pa-

per shows that enhancing quality in professional care provision crucially matters for the

demand of professional care. Care services are increasingly acknowledged as necessary

social infrastructure (Meagher, 2006; Himmelweit, 2011). Eldercare is fundamental in

human well-being and the sustenance of the retired labor force, and has many important

positive externalities, including externalities on the female labor supply, as our model

illustrates. Hence, eldercare is an unavoidable cost needed for the operation of the econ-

25Policies providing pensions and long-term care insurance schemes for example, can carry implicit
gender bias and care penalties (Ham and Kwon, 2017; Folbre, 2021).
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omy and society just as with health care and education. Aging societies now recognize the

importance of public investment in LTC provisioning and the need for government sup-

port in providing adequate training and decent working conditions to eldercare workers

(OECD, 2020). Giving family members greater flexibility in their choice of family-outside

care combination will require gender-sensitive fiscal policies that help ensure adequate pay

and benefits to LTC workers. Such policies also help promote quality of care by attracting

and retaining workers to meet the growing care demand (ibid).

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper provides a tractable way of introducing gender norms in a macroeconomic

model that incorporates long-term care (LTC) needs, gender-based family care, gendered

labor market and LTC service sector. We assume that gender norms shape the substi-

tutability between women and men’s care work. The model demonstrates the interplay

of gender relations in households in determining the extent to which gendered division

of labor and female labor force participation are affected by changes in the gender wage

gap. Consequently, our model articulates the fact that gender norms permeate the house-

hold sector and labor markets. Patriarchal norms prevent a more equal distribution of

housework and care work, even if the gender wage gap falls. Our model also takes into

account some pertinent characteristics of an unregulated LTC service sector, which results

in the high cost of private long-term care and variability in its quality. This reinforces

the reliance on the family to provide eldercare. The use of paid vs. unpaid care work

to meet long-term care needs therefore depends not only on savings and gender norms,

as argued in the existing literature, but also on the existence of market power rents and

gender-based labor market segmentation that affects wages and productivity in the LTC

service sector. We conclude with a discussion of policies that promote gender equality

in households and labor markets and that enhance quality (productivity) in paid care

services, which are conducive to gender-equitable outcomes.
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\section{Introduction}
Populations around the world are aging, albeit at varied pace, and the increasing demand for long-term care (LTC) is an imminent issue to policymakers. In addition, COVID-19 has disproportionately affected the health of the elderly population, increasing eldercare needs and further revealing the lack of proper long-term care infrastructure. A large proportion of long-term care is provided by female household members due to the gender gap in wages and labor force participation and its interaction with persistent gender norms. \\

Evidence suggests that gender norms around household division of labor can persist, regardless of the trends in relative wages \citep{bittman_when_2003,gupta_autonomy_2007,burda_total_2013, lyonette_sharing_2015, bertrand_gender_2015} and therefore they also play a crucial role in shaping the nature of eldercare arrangements in society. In this paper, we hypothesize that the general decline in the gender wage gap has had little effect on the division of unpaid eldercare work due to the persistence of traditional gender norms. To capture the effect of gender norms in care provision, we develop a tractable model with intergenerational provision of care and unequal division of unpaid care work within the household. We assume that gender norms shape the substitutability between women and men's care inputs.  \\

Our model studies the dynamics of unpaid eldercare provision, labor supply and paid eldercare services, under the assumption that gender norms constrain the distribution of unpaid care provision. Gender norms within the household interact with the gender wage gap in the market to determine how female and male family members contribute their time to unpaid eldercare and paid labor work.\footnote{While we explicitly model eldercare provision, our model can be modified to study other types of care such as childcare and care for the disabled.} Our model explains how declines in the gender wage gap may have small effects on the division of eldercare work in the presence of persistent gender norms.  We suggest that this is consistent with observed trends. Our model also includes market power rents and gender-based labor market segmentation to account for other features of the care services market in a tractable manner, namely the high cost of private long-term care and the lack of quality care due to weak industry regulation, which can reinforce the reliance on family to provide eldercare.   \\

%by introducing , which also affects the cost and distribution of care work. 
  

%The persistence of gender norms may also help explain the long-term care puzzle, the paradoxical trend describing the low demand for private long-term care insurance despite increasing needs for long-term care \citep{mommaerts_long-term_2015,ko2016equilibrium,lockwood_incidental_2018}.\footnote{This is especially true in countries with feeble or non-existent public investment in eldercare services such as the United States. Other than family norms, one of the main reasons for a shallow private long-term care insurance market is that it is actuarily difficult to account for future costs. (See papers cited above).}  


%While social norms can partly explain the relatively low demand for private long-term care (LTC) in countries where public investment in eldercare services is feeble or non-existent, there are also supply-side factors at play. The high cost of private LTC and the wide variability in quality of care due to weak eldercare industry regulation can reinforce the reliance on family to provide eldercare. Our paper fills in the gap in the macroeconomics literature by examining the interplay of gender norms and unregulated care market forces in the dynamics of long-term care and female labor supply.\\

%Their persistence may also help explain the long-term care puzzle, the paradoxical trend describing the low demand for private long-term care insurance despite increasing needs for long-term care, which also occurs in countries with feeble or non-existent public investment in eldercare services, such as the United States. \footnote{See \cite{mommaerts_long-term_2015},\cite{ko2016equilibrium}, \cite{lockwood_incidental_2018} for alternative explanations of this long-term puzzle. \textcolor{}{According to this literature, other than family norms, one of the main reasons for a shallow private long-term care insurance market is that it is actuarily difficult to account for future costs.}}  

Feminist economists have long studied the role of social norms on household division of work and labor supply \textcolor{}{\citep{hartmann_capitalism_1976, beneria_reproduction_1979, folbre_who_1994, bergmann_economic_2005, floro_global_2009, floro_gender_2011, sevilla-sanz_gender_2010, doss_intrahousehold_2013, pearse_gender_2016}}. There have been recent efforts to include care work in a macroeconomic framework \citep{braunstein_embedding_2011}. \cite{heintz_endogenous_2019} present a growth model with endogenous growth and fertility to account for demographic changes. \cite{miller_parental_2020} explore how eldercare provision influences intra-household time and resource allocation. Our paper contributes to the gender-aware macroeconomic literature that study the dynamics of gender and growth by building a tractable overlapping generations (OLG) framework that explicitly models long-term care needs in the context of gendered distribution of unpaid care and gendered labor markets.
\\

A growing number of mainstream studies have explored the attendant consequences of the rising demand for long-term care. One strand of the recent literature studies long-term care needs as a driver of the elderly’s savings behavior over the life cycle \citep{ameriks_long-term-care_2015,mommaerts_long-term_2015, ko2016equilibrium, bueren_long-term_2017, lockwood_incidental_2018}. Another strand of the literature employs general equilibrium models to examine the role of unpaid care by family members in determining the demand for long-term care %and the long-run effects for economic growth
\citep{tabata_population_2005,kydland_costs_2019}. These papers focus on the dynamics of demand for long-term care when both paid and unpaid care options are available, but do not include any gender dimension. We believe that the persistence of gender norms may also help explain questions addressed by this literature, such as the long-term care puzzle i.e., the paradoxical trend describing the low demand for private long-term care insurance despite increasing needs for long-term care.\footnote{This puzzle is particularly prevalent in countries with feeble or non-existent public investment in eldercare services, such as the United States. Needless to say, there are also other factors at play. For example, one of the main reasons for a shallow private long-term care insurance market is that it is actuarially difficult to account for future costs.}



%nor market outcomes of unregulated private care sector. 
%Evaluating policy options for financing long-term care, such as pension reforms and  increasing consumption tax rates, is a subject of the third strand of the literature on long-term care \citep{song_sharing_2015,mcgrattan_financing_2019}.
\vspace{3mm}\\

%To date 
The gender dimensions of long-term care, both within the household and the care market, remain largely absent in neoclassical growth models. This is a serious gap in the literature for analyzing the impact of long-term care on economic outcomes, especially when analyzing policy options. A few studies such as \cite{galor_gender_1996}, \cite{lagerlof_gender_2003}, \cite{agenor_infrastructure_2014}, and \cite{agenor_theory_2018} are a few examples of papers that incorporate a specific gender dimension to the study of the long-run dynamics. To the best of our knowledge, \cite{barigozzi_caregivers_2017} is the only study of unpaid eldercare that considers the role of gender norms in a theoretical model. Different from \cite{barigozzi_caregivers_2017} that studies how gender norm affects the costs of different long-term care arrangements in a static model, we use a dynamic macroeconomic approach that explain the interrelation between the observed gender wage gaps, the role of gender and care penalties in the labor market, and the intra-household distribution of care work. Our paper can be conceived as an attempt to provide a tractable benchmark to introduce gender-biased care work in macroeconomic models. 


%\textcolor{red}{However, as with the neoclassical models, they do not take into account the fact that gender relations permeate the labor market, particularly the long-term care sector, which can help maintain gender roles within the household.} Our  paper builds a model to further explore the relationship between gender norms and provision of eldercare. 
%Different from \cite{barigozzi_caregivers_2017}, that studies how gender norm affects the costs of different long-term care arrangements in a static model, we use a dynamic macroeconomic approach \textcolor{red}{that explain the interrelation between the observed gender wage gaps, the role of gender and care penalties in the labor market, and the intra-household distribution of care work.} \\



\section{Background}

The gender wage gap has been decreasing on average since the 1960s and 1970s, but this trend has slowed or even stalled in recent decades. Globally, the gender wage gap is estimated to be around 23 percent, i.e., women earn 77 percent of what men earn. Although some progress has been made in reducing the gender wage gap, the closure is far from complete. \cite{blau_gender_2017} note that the U.S. and other high-income countries have had a substantial reduction in the gender wage gap in the long-run. Figure 1 depicts parallel increases in the female relative wages and labor force participation rates on average in OECD countries.\footnote{We focus on OECD countries due to data limitations on the gender-disaggregated wage gap in developing countries. Also note we include the standard measure of old-age dependency ratio, defined as the ratio of people older than 64 to the working-age population (15-64). However, recent literature (see \cite{muszynska_old-age_2012} and \cite{king2021demographic} for example) have shown that other measures of dependency ratios may be more relevant with decreased morbidity and increased life expectancy.} However, the linear aggregate trends mask the variation across countries and across economic sectors within countries as well as important trends of female labor force participation and home production time.

\begin{center}
    [Insert Figure 1 here.]
\end{center}
In the U.S., the strongest convergence of the gender wage gap occurred during the 1980s, and progress has been slower and more uneven since then. Figure 2 presents the long-run trends of female
and male labor force participation rates and home production time in the US between 1950 and 2015. Figure 3 zooms in the periods from 1990 to 2018. The convergence of the gender wage gap has slowed down since 1990, and the female labor force participation has been steady or falling since 1990. In Korea and Japan where populations are aging at fast rates (as shown in Figure A.1), the gender wage gap has been declining at a slower rate compared to other OECD countries (as shown in Figure A.2). Similarly, the ILO’s Global Wage Report \citeyearpar{ilo_global_2018} notes that progress in closing the gender wage gap worldwide has recently been slowing down, in spite of significant progress in women’s educational attainments and higher female labor market participation rates in many countries. 

\begin{center}
[Insert Figure 2 here.]
\end{center}

\begin{center}
[Insert Figure 3 here.]
\end{center}

Analogous to the trends of the gender wage gap, household division of labor and time spent on care and housework have shown slower gender convergence in recent years.\footnote{An important caveat to note is that to date, there is hardly any data or research on the trend in the division of eldercare provided by family members over time. We therefore rely on evidence provided by longitudinal studies on time spent by women and men in unpaid care work, which includes domestic chores and all forms of care work (i.e. childcare, sick care/disabled care and eldercare).} Among high-income countries, men’s and women’s time spent on paid and unpaid work showed some convergence between the 1960s and 1990s \citep{world_bank_world_2011, beneria_gender_2015, sullivan_gender_2019}. However, these trends have slowed down in recent years in countries such as the U.S. or reversed as in the case of Australia.  As Figure 3 shows, women continue to spend more time on unpaid domestic and care work in the U.S., and the trends for home production time for both genders have not changed.\footnote{\textcolor{}{While it is true that the gap between men’s and women’s non-market work has changed little, it is also true that overall time devoted to housework has declined in many countries; in the U.S. co-resident fathers have increased their time in childcare, as have mothers \citep{parker2013americans}.}} 
\vspace{3mm}\\
Using population weighted averages for 23 countries with longitudinal time-use data, \cite{ilo_global_2018} finds that the gender difference in time spent on unpaid care work has only slightly narrowed. Between 1997 and 2015, population weighted averages show an almost unchanged pattern in the division of unpaid care work, with women’s unpaid care work time decreasing only from 4 hours and 23 minutes to 4 hours and 8 minutes. Over the same period, men’s unpaid care work on average did not increase, but instead diminished by 8 minutes. In fact, there has been a ‘levelling off’ in men’s contribution to unpaid care work between the late 1990s to early 2000s and the 2009-15 period in countries such as Australia, Belgium, Canada, Japan and the United States. An actual decline in the average contribution by men to unpaid care work has occurred in Thailand, France, Benin, South Korea and Germany.\\

To understand the dynamics of long-term care and female labor supply, it is crucial to consider the role of gender norms. Feminist economists and gender scholars have long pointed out the influence of socially-ascribed gender roles on division of labor and the
manner in which care and household responsibilities constrain women's labor market choices \citep{hartmann1982preface,folbre1986cleaning,folbre_who_1994,elson1995male}. Across cultures, men are expected to be breadwinners; women are expected to be caregivers. Consequently, wives and daughters are three times more likely than sons to be primary caregivers to older parents \citep{bauer_impacts_2015}. Evidence from several studies in the US and China indicate that women devote more time to parental caregiving and are more likely to be aging parents (or parent-in-laws)’ primary caregivers compared with men \citep{liu_parental_2010, luo_trends_2019, henle_eldercare_2020}. 
\vspace{3mm}\\

The extent to which the gender division of care labor has changed as a result of the increase in women’s labor force participation, and more specifically, the downward trend in gender wage gap, is unclear.  A few studies suggest that traditional gender roles continue to have a significant impact on  household division of labor despite a half- century labor market gains by women such as the decline in the  gender gap in labor force participation and the gender gap in earnings \citep{bittman_when_2003, gupta_autonomy_2007}. \cite{akerlof_economics_2000} report that women in the U.S. do not undertake less than half of the housework even if they work or earn more than the husband, indicating that, ceteris paribus, in couples where the wife spends more time in work outside the home, she also spends more time on chores and childcare. \cite{bertrand_gender_2015} provide further evidence that the gender gap in non-market work is greater when the wife earns more than the husband, suggesting that a reduction in the gender wage gap does not necessarily change gender roles within the household. Their study contributes to the explanation of why men had not increased their housework commensurately as women moved into paid employment, and provides support for the idea that gender norms could have a more powerful influence on household division of labor than trends in relative income or earnings. While we have observed that the gender wage gap has changed relatively little in size in more recent years, the impact of the declining gender wage gap on the division of care work is even smaller. 
\vspace{3mm}\\

Another type of gender inequality in the labor market is occupational segregation. Sorting and segregation across industries and occupations by gender have been documented as contributors to the gender wage gap in many parts of the world \citep{blau_gender_2017,folbre_and_smith2017,averett_care_2018,borrowman_klasen2020}. Women disproportionately sort into lower-paid occupations, especially occupations in the care sector. In addition to the ‘gender penalty’, many care workers experience a ‘care pay penalty’, ranging from 4 to 40 percent of their hourly wages according to \cite{ILO_care_2018}. Female eldercare and childcare workers earn less on average than female workers in the non-care sectors of the economy. Care occupations are  typically viewed as extensions of unpaid care work performed within households and carry low status and low pay.\footnote{According to \cite{OECD_care_2020}, personal care workers of elderly constitute the bulk of the long-term care workforce (70\%) in OECD and have very low entry requirements into the job.} Care workers are underpaid, overworked and endure poor working conditions. Moreover, jobs in the long-term care sector are mostly non-standard and precarious, with part-time employment being twice higher than the average rate in the economy \citep{OECD_care_2020}. The private long-term care sector has monopsony power over care workers who typically have low bargaining power \citep{folbre_and_smith2017}. \\

Given these stylized facts, in the following section, we present a tractable model of long-term care with gender norms, occupational segregation, and care market rent. Specifically,
our model recognizes the interplay of gender relations in households and labor market forces in determining the change in female labor force participation due to changes in female relative wages. The persistence of traditional gender norms in addition to prevailing gender
relations in the labor market may explain the perpetuation of unequal distribution of care work. We show how gender norms can be situated in a model to study the unequal distribution of care work. 

%\textcolor{red}{this particular model needs to be discussed in the previous section. Highlight its key features that makes it useful for our study purpose}



%that if traditional gender norms are resilient, women are likely to provide lower labor supply, leading to lower output or GDP. This may also lead to an inefficient allocation of resources if women are more efficient in the labor market than at home. Persistence of traditional gender norms are also likely to lower   savings in that unpaid care work will act as a type of social security. Less savings will lead to increased aggregate demand via more consumption and decreased aggregate supply due to less capital in the economy ???. As a result, relative prices of consumption goods will increase. The following section presents a simple model to capture the dynamics and ideas discussed above.  REWRITE THIS PARAGRAPH

\section{A Model with Long-Term Care and Gender}

We extend the canonical overlapping generations model with production to incorporate long-term care needs, the provision of gender-based unpaid care as well as gendered labor market and LTC service sector. We assume that there are two production sectors in the economy: a small long-term care service sector that only uses labor, and the rest of economy that uses capital and labor. For the sake of simplicity, we shall refer to the rest of the economy as the goods sector.  We also assume that the labor market is characterized by occupational segregation. In particular, we assume that the external or paid care sector only employs female labor, while the goods sector employs female and male labor. We elaborate on this point below.  In Sections 3.1 to 3.2, we present the setup of the model focusing on the household sector, goods sector, and the LTC services sector. In Section 3.3, we characterize the equilibrium and we analize the implications for the distribution of unpaid care work and the provision of market care services. In section 4 we discuss policy implications. Section 5 concludes. 



\subsection{Households}
We assume each household consists of a woman and a man. Households live for two periods: a working adult period, $t$, and a retired elderly period, $t+1$. There are $N_{t}$ working adult (or simply young) households in period $t$. Households receive utility from consumption and from the amount of care received by their elderly relatives. Working adults can provide care to their elderly relatives using their time or can purchase external paid care services.\footnote{Eldercare can refer to both direct relational care and indirect care. See \cite{ILO_care_2018} for the definition and scope of care work.} Women and men are economically identical and supply labor elastically in the labor market. However, there are gender norms that influence the distribution of women and men's unpaid and paid labor time within the household.\footnote{Since the focus of the paper is the study of long-term care provision, we do not model child-rearing explicitly. However, the time allocation for child-rearing could be modelled using the setup described in this section. In particular, equation 3 below provides a rationale to study unequal care workload within the household and the lack of response of such workload to changes in market prices. Although a model with childcare would imply a different dynamic setup, the distribution of unpaid care work would be along the same lines. }
\vspace{3mm}

The life-time utility function of a young household in period $t$ is: 

\begin{equation} \label{eq:utility}
    u_{t} = u(c_{t}^{y}) + \gamma u(h_{t}^{})  + \beta \Big( u(c_{t+1}^{o})+u(h_{t+1}^{}) \Big)
\end{equation}

where $c_{t}^{y}$ and $c_{t+1}^{o}$ refer to household consumption in the first and second period respectively, and $h_{t}^{}$ refers to the amount of effective eldercare received by generation that is old in period $t$. Parameter $0<\beta<1$ is the time discount factor. The level of effective care $h_{t}^{}$ is decided by the generation that is young in period $t$, but is received by the generation that is old in period $t$ (i.e. their elderly parents). Hence, parameter $\gamma$ represents the degree of altruism (or strength of moral obligations) of young households towards their elderly relatives.\footnote{Note that we limit unpaid family care to care provided by working-age adults in the household in order to study the intergenerational dynamics. However, we acknowledge that unpaid care provided by female spouses are also a significant part of family care.} 

%Given the form of the utility function, whether we include $h_{t+1}^{o}$ in the life-time utility function does not affect the outcome.  
\vspace{3mm}

The total level of effective eldercare $h_{t}$ depends of unpaid family care, $h_{t}^{h}$, and external paid care services, $({h_{t}^{p}})^{}$:

%\begin{equation}
%  h_{t} =  h_{t}^{h} + \mu h_{t}^{m}
% \end{equation}

\begin{equation} \label{eq:carefunction}
 h_{t} =  (h_{t}^{h})^{\mu}({h_{t}^{p}})^{1-\mu}
 \end{equation}

where the exponent $\mu \in [0,1]$ reflects that paid and unpaid care do not necessarily provide the same level of utility. If $\mu=0.5$, both types of care provide the same utility. If  $\mu \in (0.5,1]$, care provided by family is preferred to care purchased in the market.  If  $\mu \in [0,0.5)$, care purchased in the the market is preferred to care provided by the family.\footnote{There are different types of paid care services, such as institutional care and in-home care. For simplicity, we do not differentiate between the types of paid care services to focus on the usage of unpaid care versus paid care.} Thus, parameter $\mu$ can be interpreted as a social norm regarding people's preferences for unpaid care and paid care. Functional form \ref{eq:carefunction} also implies a decreasing marginal utility with respect to each type of care.   \\

We introduce gender norms in the provision of family care using a tractable CES specification that shapes the substitutability of care work inputs by men and women. Letting $h_{tf}^h $ stand for family care provided by the woman and $h_{tm}^h $ for family care provided by the man, the total production of family care  $h_{t}^h$ results from the following CES aggregator:  

\begin{equation} \label{eq:CES}
        h_{t}^h= \Big[ s\,h_{tm}^{h}^{\frac{\sigma -1 }{\sigma}} + (1-s)h_{tf}^{h}^{\frac{\sigma -1 }{\sigma}}       \Big]^{\frac{\sigma}{\sigma - 1 }}
    \end{equation}
\\
where $s$ $\in [0,1]$ and $\sigma$ $\in [0,1]$.\footnote{\cite{olsson_norms_2019} use a similar specification to evaluate the empirical relevance of gender norms.} Shares $s$ and $1-s$ are distributional reduced-form parameters and can be interpreted as the outcome of a bargaining within the young household, or can also be interpreted as the degree of filial piety or moral commitment of men and women respectively to their elderly relatives. Parameter $\sigma$ measures the degree of substitutability between $h_{tf}^h $ and $h_{tm}^h$ and shapes the response of the working adults to changes in their relative earnings. High substitutability ($\sigma$ close to 1) indicates that the distribution of unpaid work responds strongly to changes in market incomes, whereas low substitutability ($\sigma$ close to 0) indicates that the division of unpaid work is more rigid or less sensitive to such changes. This parameter is a pivotal aspect of our model. Unlike in previous growth literature, the relationship between the gender wage gap and unpaid care provided by the male and female children is not assumed to be proportional. We interpret $s$ and $\sigma$ as the level and elasticity of gender norms, respectively. Together with the gender wage gap, these parameters determine the distribution of time between men and women.\footnote{\cite{siegel_female_2017} uses a similar specification to model the distribution of home production and the evolution of fertility rates, although his interpretation is not in terms of gender norms.} \vspace{3mm}
%\footnote{In standard macroeconomic models, the CES production function is used to model non-constant factor shares for capital and labor.} 
Letting $w_{t}^{m }$, $w_{t}^{f y}$ and $w_{t}^{f p}$ denote the male wage rate in the goods sector, the female wage rate in the goods sector and the female wage rate in the care sector, respectively, the life-time budget constraint of the household can be written as:

\begin{equation} \label{eq:budget}
        c^{y}_{t} +  \frac{c^{o}_{t+1}}{1+r_{t+1}} +q_{t} h_{t}^{p} = w_{t}^{m} (1-h^{h}_{tm}) +  w^{f y}_t \phi \,(1-h^{h}_{tf}) + w^{f p}_t (1-\phi) (1-h^{h}_{tf})
\end{equation}

where $q_t$ refers to the relative price of market care, $r_{t+1}$ stands for the return to savings in period $t+1$. Parameters $\phi$ and $1-\phi$  are the fractions of female labor employed in the goods and paid care labor markets, respectively. Note that, for simplicity, Equation \ref{eq:budget} abstracts from leisure time, by assuming that all the time that is not devoted to work is employed to carry out unpaid care tasks. The inclusion of leisure in the model would not change the main results for the purpose of our analysis.

\vspace{3mm}
\\
External long-term care $h_{t}^{p}$ is purchased in the market at price $q_{t}$ by working adults. Hence,  $h_{t}^{p}$ is equivalent to an in-kind transfer from the working adults to their elderly relatives.\footnote{Alternatively, one can assume that the elderly, not the working-age individuals, are the ones who directly purchase care services in the market using the own savings. Such specification would have different implications for savings. } Since family care is unpaid, the cost associated to it is determined by the foregone wages during the time spent providing eldercare.\footnote{\textcolor{}{In our model, a decrease in the gender wage gap increases the opportunity cost of providing unpaid care for married women, relative to that of married men. While this is true for some women, the opportunity cost remains low for some women, especially those with lower education \citep{howes_living_2005}. This heterogeneity is masked in our aggregate model. }} The cost of providing unpaid family care ${h}_{t}^{h}$ is given by: 
\begin{equation} \label{eq:cost}
    C(h_{t}^h)=w_{t}^{m} h^{h}_{tm} + w_{t}^{f} h^{h}_{tf}
\end{equation}
where $w_{t}^{f}\equiv \big( \phi\, w^{fy}_t  + (1-\phi) w^{fp}_t \big)$ and the provision of ${h}_{t}^{h}$ is determined by equation $\ref{eq:CES}$. The utility maximization problem of a young household is solved in two steps: a cost minimization problem that \textcolor{}{determines} the distribution of unpaid eldercare within the household, and a utility maximization problem that determines the total supply of unpaid family care and the demand for paid care.  By minimizing the cost of providing family care $ C(h_{t}^h)$ in equation \ref{eq:cost} subject to equation $\ref{eq:CES}$, we obtain the following cost function: 
\begin{equation} \label{eq:costfunction}
        C(h_{t}^h)=  h_{t}^h \Big[ s^{\sigma}\,\big(w_{t}^{m}\big)^{1-\sigma} + (1-s)^{\sigma}\big(w_{t}^{f}\big)^{1-\sigma}       \Big]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma }}
\end{equation}
To understand Equation \ref{eq:costfunction}, one can assume the (not so unrealistic) case where $s=0$, that is, when all the family care is provided by women. In that case, the economic cost of providing a certain amount of family care ${\Bar{h}_{t}}^{h}$ is equal to the forgone wages of women during the time devoted to care:

 $$C({\Bar{h}_{t}}^{h})={\Bar{h}_{t}}^{h}w_{t}^{f} \equiv \Bar{h}_{t}^{h} \big( \phi\, w^{fy}_t  + (1-\phi) w^{fp}_t \big)  $$
 
\\

In the second step, households choose the level of unpaid family care, the amount of external care services and consumption during the two periods, $c_{t}^y$ and $c_{t+1}^o$, to maximize life-time utility in equation \ref{eq:utility} subject to the following inter-temporal budget constraint:  

\begin{equation} \label{eq:intertemporalbudget}
        c^{y}_{t} + \frac{c^{o}_{t+1} }{1+r_{t+1}} +q_{t} h_{t}^{p}  = w_{t}^{m} +  w^{f}_t -  C(h_{t}^h)
\end{equation}

The first-order conditions are

\begin{equation} \label{eq:euler}
    u'(c^{y}_{t})=(1+r_{t+1})\beta u'(c^{o}_{t+1} )
\end{equation}
\begin{equation} \label{eq:consumptiondecision}
q_{t}u'(c^{y}_{t})= \gamma (1-\mu) u'(h_{t})\Bigg(\frac{h_{t}^h}{h_{t}^p}\Bigg)^\mu
\end{equation}
\begin{equation} \label{eq:labordecision}
    u'(c^{y}_{t}) C'(h_{t}^h) =\gamma \mu u'(h_{t})  \Bigg(\frac{h_{t}^h}{h_{t}^p}\Bigg)^{\mu-1}
\end{equation}

Equation \ref{eq:euler} is the standard Euler equation that solves the intertemporal problem and determine households' savings. Equation \ref{eq:consumptiondecision} reflects the intratemporal optimal decision between consumption and paid care. A household that gives up $q_{t}$ units of consumption and loses  $q_{t}u'(c^{y}_{t})$, can purchase one more unit of external care services, which provides an effective increase in marginal utility of $\gamma (1-\mu) u'(h_{t})({h_{t}^h})^{\mu} ({h_{t}^p})^{-\mu}$. The optimal amounts of consumption and paid care equalize these two magnitudes, which is what Equation  \ref{eq:consumptiondecision} states. Finally, equation \ref{eq:labordecision} represents the intratemporal optimal decision between the level of participation in the labor market and providing unpaid family care. A household that provides one more unit of unpaid care obtains an increase in effective utility of $\gamma \mu u'(h_{t})({h_{t}^h})^{\mu-1} ({h_{t}^p})^{1-\mu}$. However, this decision involves an opportunity cost, represented by the lost of income $C'(h_{t}^h)$ times the increase in utility  $u'(c^{y}_{t})$ that would have been obtained with the additional consumption allowed by that income. Again, the optimal amounts of labor and unpaid care equalize these two magnitudes. 

%and so the household problem in the above section does not include the wages and the labor time devoted to that sector.

%For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the long-term care sector is small relative to the rest of the economy so . 
\subsection{Production}

\subsubsection{Goods Sector}
 Since we assume that women and men are economically identical, the total amount of labor employed in the goods sector is equal to the sum of male and female labor:
$$ L_{t}^{y}=L_{tm}^{}+L_{tf}^{y}$$
where $L_{tm}^{}$ stands for aggregate male labor and $L_{tf}^{y}$ stands for the number of female labor employed in the goods sector. The production technology of the goods sector is represented by a standard constant returns to scale (CRS) production function.  Since $N_{t}$ is equal to the number of households in period $t$, the production in per-household basis in such period is:

\begin{equation} \label{eq:production}
   \frac{F(K_{t},L_{tm}^{}+L_{tf}^{y})}{N_{t}}  \equiv f(k_{t}, l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf}) \equiv y_{t} 
\end{equation}


%\begin{equation} \label{eq:production}
%    \frac{F(K_{t},L_{tm}^{}+L_{tf}^{y})}{L_{tm}}  \equiv f(k_{t}, 1+l_{tf})
%\end{equation}
where $k_t$ denotes capital per household, $l_{tm}\equiv \frac{L_{tm}}{N_{t}}$ represents male labor per household and $l_{tf}\equiv \frac{L_{tf}^{y}}{N_{t}}$ represents female labor in the goods sector per household. 

%The symbol $\simeq$ reflects that not all the female labor force is employed in the goods sector, and therefore the ratio $\frac{L_{tf}^{y}}{L_{tm}^{y}}$ is not equal to one. Since we are assuming that the long-term care sector is small relative to the rest of the economy, we will use production per unit of labor $f(k_{t})$ as an approximation of production per unit of household. 

%
\vspace{3mm}\\
We assume that there is a positive gender wage gap in the goods sector, consistent with the literature that shows persistent gender wage gaps within occupations even after controlling for education, years of experience and hours worked \textcolor{}{\citep{berik_mature_2000,jefferson_australias_2005, karamessini_wage_2007, staveren_feminist_2007, goldin2014, blau_gender_2017,cutillo_gender-based_2017}}. We model the gender wage gap by assuming that men are paid the marginal productivity of labor, but women only receive a fraction $0<\xi<1$ of it. We interpret $0<\xi<1$  as the `gender penalty' or `motherhood penalty' received by women workers \citep{england2005emerging,anderson_motherhood_2002,averett_care_2018}.\footnote{Monopsony could also help explain how discriminatory gender wage differences arise and persist if employers yield greater monopsony power over women than men. \cite{black_discrimination_1995} develops a model in which search costs give employers a degree of monopsony power. If there is discrimination against women, women will face higher search costs than men, increasing employers’ monopsony power over them.} Consequently, the optimal hiring conditions in the goods sector are:  
\begin{equation} \label{eq:mpr}
    f_{k}(k_{t},l_{tm}+l_{tf}^{y})=1+r_{t+1}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation} \label{eq:mpl_female}
   \xi  f_{l}(k_{t},l_{tm}+l_{tf}^{y})=w_{t}^{fy}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation} \label{eq:mpl_male}
   f_{l}(k_{t},l_{tm}+l_{tf}^{y})=w_{t}^{m}
\end{equation}
The gender wage gap in the goods sector, defined as $(w_{t}^{m}-w_{t}^{fy})/w_{t}^{m}$, is equal to $1-\xi$, which equals zero if $\xi$ is equal to one.\footnote{For simplicity, since the focus of the paper is the gender wage gap, we abstract from labor market power dynamics that jointly affect women and men, which have been the subject of study by the recent literature on monoposony power.} Note that this simple way of modelling the gender wage gap, caused by a wedge or margin that reduces female wages, is based on the implicit assumption that the gap is institutionally driven and not related to technological or physical attributes, as assumed in the neoclassical growth literature that involves the gender wage gap \citep{galor_gender_1996,yakita_economic_2020}.

\subsubsection{Long-Term Care Sector}

The long-term care service sector uses female labor $L_{tf}^{p}$ and produces aggregate care services $H_{t}^{p} $ according to a CRS production function $G(\cdot)$.\footnote{The assumption that only women work in the paid care sector is consistent with and driven by gender norms. } In per-household basis, this is equal to:
\begin{equation}
  \frac{G\big(L_{tf}^{p};\,\theta\big)}{N_{t}}  \equiv g\big(l_{tf}^{p};\,\theta\big) 
\end{equation}
%\begin{equation}
 %   h_{t}^{m}= \theta L_{tf}^{h}
%\end{equation}
where $\theta$ is a parameter that stands for the provision of effective care per unit of professional labor, and $l_{tf}^{p}$ is female labor in the paid care sector per household. We use $\theta$ as reduced-form productivity parameter that captures the quality of paid care and, thus, we relate it with the training, resources and working conditions that affect the quality of care services, and that are not present in the provision of unpaid family care.\footnote{There is an extensive literature that shows how wages and working conditions affect the commitment of the caregivers and, in general, the quality of the care service. See \citet{whitebook1989cares,redfern2002work,burgio2004quality,folbre_demanding_2006,hanefeld_understanding_2017,tawfik_evidence_2019}} Given that $l_{tf}^p$ and $h^{h}_{tf}$ are both measured in (labor) time, parameter $\theta$ also represents the effectiveness of care provision by paid care services relative to the effectiveness of care provision by family members. Although we do not model public care provision explicitly, parameter $\theta$ provides a rationale for government support in providing adequate training and care infrastructure. \\

We assume that there is a certain degree of labor market power that is specific to the care industry. The optimal profit condition equates marginal revenues and marginal costs adjusted by the presence of the market power rent:
\begin{equation} \label{eq:optimallaborcare}
  (1-\kappa) q_{t} g'\big(l_{tf}^{p}\big) = w_{t}^{f}^{p}
\end{equation}
where $w_{t}^{f}^{p}$ is the marginal cost,  $q_{t} g'\big(l_{tf}^{p}\big)$ is the marginal revenue and friction $0<\kappa<1$ reflects the presence of the labor market power rent captured by employers in the care industry. Wages in the care industry are also driven by the fact that its labor market is segregated, which is consistent with the empirical evidence of women sorting into lower-paid occupations, particularly the care sector.\footnote{According to \citet{folbre_and_smith2017}, lower earnings in care industries are explained by specific features of care work.} To be consistent with the pay penalty observed in the care services industry, we assume that wages in the care industry are lower than female wages in the rest of the economy by a factor of $\nu$:
\begin{equation} \label{eq:laborsegregation}
    w_{t}^{f}^{p} = \nu w_{t}^{f}^{y}            
\end{equation}
where $0<\nu<1$. Parameters $\nu$ and $\kappa$ reflect specific institutional features of the labor market in the care industry, namely that it is female-dominated and involves a service also provided in households by women; they reflect existing evidence on wages in care industries \citep{folbre_and_smith2017}.\footnote{As shown by equations \ref{eq:optimallaborcare} and \ref{eq:laborsegregation}, both parameters would be equivalent if female wages in the rest of the economy are equal to the marginal product in the care industry, which does not need to be necessarily true.} In fact, $\kappa$ and $\nu$ can be interpreted jointly: by sorting a portion of the female workforce into care sector jobs that are low paid, market segmentation prevents the equalization of wages across industries and contributes to the persistence of labor market power rents.\footnote{This interpretation would be consistent with a model that endogenizes $\kappa$ in terms of $\nu$. Here, for simplification purposes, we assume that both $\kappa$ and $\nu$ are parameters.} 




%\textcolor{red}{Nonetheless, since we are assuming that there is a proportional relation between both wages in the two sectors, a decline in the gender wage gap in the goods sector also has a positive effect on wages in the care services sector. (This sentence is unclear -MF)}

\subsection{Equilibrium}



To characterize the equilibrium, we use particular functional forms for utility and production. For the utility function, we assume the log-specification
\begin{equation} \label{eq:specificutility}
    u_{t} = \ln (c_{t}^{y}) + \gamma \ln (h_{t})  + \beta \big( \ln (c_{t+1}^{o}) + \ln (h_{t+1}^{})  \big)
\end{equation}
which is standard in the literature and allows us to obtain a simple expression for savings. Using the Euler equation and the second-period budget constraint of households, we obtain an expression for savings per household:

\begin{equation} \label{eq:savingsfunction}
    a_{t}= \frac{\beta \big(w_{t}^{m} +  w^{f}_t -  C(h_{t}^h)-q_{t} h_{t}^{p} \big) }{1+\beta}
\end{equation}
Both family care and paid care reduce savings because they are both provided by the young generation. While paid care reduces savings by the value of the services purchased in the market, unpaid care diminishes savings by the amount of foregone wages during the time devoted to family care provision, represented by $C(h_{t}^h) $. We use the following Cobb-Douglas production functions:
\begin{equation}
   y= k_{t}^{\alpha}(l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf})^{1-\alpha}
\end{equation}
and
\begin{equation}
   h_{t}^{p}= \theta l_{tf}^{p}
\end{equation}
in the care sector and the rest of the economy (goods sector), respectively. These functional forms imply the following demand conditions for labor and capital:

\begin{equation} \label{eq:optimallaborcare_specific}
  (1-\kappa) q_{t} \theta= w_{t}^{f}^{p}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}  \label{eq:mplmale_specific}
    ( {1-\alpha}) k_{t}^{\alpha}(l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf})^{-\alpha} = w_{t}^{m}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}  \label{eq:mplfemale_specific}
    \xi ( {1-\alpha}) k_{t}^{\alpha}(l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf})^{-\alpha} = w_{t}^{fy}   
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}  \label{eq:mpr_specific}
    \alpha k_{t}^{\alpha-1}(l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf})^{1-\alpha} = 1+r_{t+1}
\end{equation}


The capital market equilibrium is given by:
\begin{equation}
    k_{t+1} \equiv \frac{K_{t+1}}{N_{t}} = a_{t} 
\end{equation}
The equilibrium condition in the labor market of the goods sector equates the labor demand $l_{tm}+l^{y}_{tf}$ with the labor supplied by households to this sector, which is equal to  $(1-h_{tm}^h )+ \phi (1-h_{tf}^h )$. This equilibrium results in equilibrium wages $w_{t}^{m}$ and $w_{t}^{fy}$. The equilibrium condition in the labor market of the care sector is characterized by the wage $w_{t}^{fp}=\nu w_{t}^{fy}$, which reflects that labor is not completely mobile between the two production sectors, so female wages across the two markets are not fully equated.  Finally, equilibrium in the care services market results in the relative price $q$ and paid care services $h_{t}^{p}$.\footnote{The log-utility specification provides straightforward equilibrium expressions for savings, consumption in each period, unpaid care, paid care, wages and the return to capital. For realistic parametrizations, the gender wage gap has negative effect on savings and capital stock. Since the focus of the paper is on the interplay of gender norms and labor supply, the analysis below focuses on paid care and unpaid care. Closed form solutions for savings and other aggregate variables are available in the on line appendix. }
% This equilibrium results in $l^{p}_{tf}$ and, since $l^{p}_{tf} = (1- \phi) (1-h_{tf}^h )$ in equilibrium, it also implies a choice of $h_{tf}^h$ .
%\begin{prop} \textbf{Steady State:}
 %In steady state, all stationary variables $\k_$, $\c^1$, $\c^2$, $l$, $w$, $r$ are constant and can be computed as the solution of the following non-linear system of equations:
%\end{prop}



\subsubsection {Analysis}




A key aspect of our model is the way in which we model the provision of unpaid care $h_{t}^{h}$, which occurs according to Equation \ref{eq:CES}. Combining the first order conditions with respect to $h^{h}_{tm}$ and $h^{h}_{tf}$, one observes that the distribution of unpaid care work and, hence, the relative labor supplies of women and men, respond to the following equation:\\
    \begin{equation}  \label{eq:gendergapequation}
        \frac{h^{h}_{tf}}{h^{h}_{tm}}=\Bigg[\frac{(1-s)}{s} \frac{w^{m}_t}{w^{f}_t}   \Bigg]^\sigma
    \end{equation}
This implies that the division of unpaid care work by gender depends on the aggregate gender wage gap, but this relation is not linear as it is shaped by the gender norm elasticity $\sigma$. Parameters $s$ and $\sigma$ fully determine the relative share of time that are devoted to unpaid care by men and women when there is no aggregate gender wage gap. For example, suppose that $s=1-s=0.5$. This would be equivalent to the outcome of a bargaining where the man and woman have equal bargaining power. In the absence of a gender wage gap, each gender would devote the same amount of time to providing family care, i.e. the ratio $\frac{h^{h}_{tf}}{h^{h}_{tm}} $ would be equal to one. For simplicity, we shall refer to ratios $[(1-s)/s]^\sigma$ and $[w^{m}_{t}/w^{f}_{t}]^\sigma$ as the non-price and price-related determinants of the division of care work, respectively. \\

Parameter $\sigma$ measures the extent to which the relative amount of unpaid carework provided by women responds to changes in the aggregate gender wage gap. When the gender wage gap falls, female relative wages increase and the household will allocate a larger share of unpaid care work to the man, as shown in Equation \ref{eq:gendergapequation}. However, the reallocation of men's time from market to home, and women's time from home to market, depends crucially on the value of $\sigma$. Patriarchal gender norms correspond to low values of $\sigma$, as there is little response of $\frac{h^{h}_{tf}}{h^{h}_{tm}}$ to changes in the gender wage gap.  In this case, the decline in the gender wage gap hardly translates into a more egalitarian distribution of carework time within the household. We claim that this is an appropriate approach to rationalize the trends described in Section 2 in a macroeconomic model. If $\sigma = 1$, as implicitly assumed in most of the literature, the response of $\frac{h^{h}_{tf}}{h^{h}_{tm}}$ is proportional to the change in the gender wage gap. That would indicate a case of flexible gender roles and high substitutability between female and male household labor, which is at odds with the data.\footnote{Given an observed aggregate gender gap, parameters $\sigma$ and $s$ could be used to calibrate a steady state allocation of time in a dynamic general equilibrium model.} \\


%For simplicity, we shall refer to $s$ and $1-s$ as the initial allocations of care time.\footnote{We use the expression ``initial allocation" to indicate that this is the allocation of care work that would emerge in the absence of a gender wage gap. Hence, this allocation is related to the unequal distribution of power within the household. Note, however, that the term is not completely satisfactory, as the distribution of care work in the absence of the gender wage gap also depends on $\sigma$. Only when $\sigma$ equals one, will the allocation of care time be exclusively given by  $s$ and $1-s$.} \\


The key point that a declining gender wage gap does not translate directly into a more equal sharing or division of household work is supported by evidence in the literature \citep{bittman_when_2003, gupta_autonomy_2007, bertrand_gender_2015,lyonette_sharing_2015}. \cite{bittman_when_2003} used Australian and US data to demonstrate the limited effect of spouses’contribution to family income on the division of housework. They find that women decrease their housework as their earnings increase, up to the point where both spouses contribute equally. Similarly, \cite{gupta_autonomy_2007} finds that US women’s housework is affected only by their
own earnings, not by their husbands’ nor by their earnings compared to their husbands. \cite{bertrand_gender_2015} show that among US couples where the wife earns more than the husband, the wife spends on average more time on household chores. \cite{lyonette_sharing_2015} find that men whose partners earn more do more housework than other men, but she also finds that their level of housework is still lower than their wives. \cite{washbrook_explaining_2007} shows that the way in which men and women respond to economic incentives is highly asymmetric, which indicates that gender-neutral model of family decision-making cannot explain the distribution of time within the household. These studies suggest that more egalitarian gender norms are needed in order to obtain a more equal division of care work, and that economic incentives, though necessary, are not a sufficient condition. \\

To get a closed expression of \ref{eq:gendergapequation} in general equilibrium, we use equations \ref{eq:mpl_female}, \ref{eq:mpl_male} and \ref{eq:laborsegregation}, and the definition $w_{t}^{f}\equiv \big( \phi\, w^{fy}_t  + (1-\phi) w^{fp}_t \big)$. We get: \\
\begin{equation}  \label{eq:gendergap_generalequilibrium}
    \frac{h^{h}_{tf}}{h^{h}_{tm}}=\bigg[\frac{(1-s)}{s}  \bigg]^\sigma \Bigg(\frac{1}{\phi \xi +(1-\phi)\nu\xi}\Bigg)^{\sigma}
\end{equation}
Note that the aggregate gender wage gap depends on the gender wage gap in the goods sector, which is given by the value of $\xi$, the pay penalty in the care sector, which is given by $\nu$, and the fraction of female labor employed in the care sector, $1-\phi$. In other words, the aggregate gender wage gap depends on sector-specific wage gaps and the distribution of the female workforce across sectors. Note that if there is no pay penalty in the care sector (i.e. $\nu=1$), the aggregate gender wage gap would be equal to the gender gap in the goods sector (i.e. $w^{m}_{t}/w^{f}_{t}=1/\xi$). \\

We can combine the first order conditions from Equations \ref{eq:consumptiondecision} and \ref{eq:labordecision} to obtain the relative demand for care services. Using the specification in equation \ref{eq:carefunction} for total care, we obtain the following optimal rule: 
\begin{equation} \label{eq:paidvsunpaid}
 \frac{C'(h_{t}^{h}) h_{t}^{h} }{\mu} =\frac{q_{t} h_{t}^{p}}{1-\mu}
\end{equation}

This optimal rule equalizes the effective costs of provision of the two different types of care. We can use this equation to characterize the relative demand for paid care. If, for example, the left side of the equation is greater than the right side of the equation, the opportunity cost of providing unpaid care is greater than the effective cost of purchasing market care. The demand for market care $h_{t}^{p}$ would increase, pushing the right side of the equation upwards. At the same time,  the decrease in family care provision would cause a decrease in the term on the left side of the equation. Both sides would adjust up to the point in which the opportunity cost of unpaid care is equal to the cost of paid care. The opposite would happen if the cost of purchasing care is greater than the cost of providing unpaid care. Also note that we refer to effective costs, not merely monetary costs. We observe this is the case because the direct monetary cost $q_{t}h_{t}^{p}$ is scaled by $1/(1-\mu)$, while the opportunity monetary cost $C'(h_{t}^{h})h_{t}^{h} $ is scaled by $1/\mu$. If $\mu$ is high, unpaid care is relatively more valued than paid care (see equation \ref{eq:carefunction}), which reduces the effective cost of unpaid care but increases the effective cost of paid care in equation \ref{eq:paidvsunpaid}. \\





We can use equation \ref{eq:paidvsunpaid} to obtain an explicit relative demand for market care services: 
\begin{equation} \label{eq:demandforcareservices}
 \frac{h_{t}^{{p}}}{h_{t}^{{h}}}  =  \frac{1-\mu}{\mu} \frac{\Big[ s^{\sigma}\,\big(w_{t}^{m}\big)^{1-\sigma} + (1-s)^{\sigma}\big(w_{t}^{f}\big)^{1-\sigma}       \Big]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}} }{q_{t}}    
\end{equation}
where we see that the demand for paid care depends positively on the female and male wage rates (as they raise the opportunity cost of unpaid care) and negatively on the price of market care services and the preference parameter $\mu$. Note that an increase in the female relative wages not only affects the way unpaid care work is distributed within the household, but also the marginal cost of providing unpaid care. To see this, we can use the expression for the aggregate gender wage gap to simplify the marginal cost: 
\begin{equation} \label{eq:marginalcost}
        C'(h_{t}^h)=  w_{t}^{m} \Big[ s^{\sigma}+ (1-s)^{\sigma}\xi^{*}^{1-\sigma} \Big]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma }}
\end{equation}
%For simplicity, suppose that the aggregate gender gaps falls because the gender gap in the goods sector falls (i.e. $\xi$ increases). The (marginal) effect on unpaid care costs is:
%\begin{equation} 
%   \frac{\partial  C_{h_{t}^h}(h_{t}^h)}{\partial \xi } = w_{t}^{m} \Big[ s^{\sigma}+ (1-s)^{\sigma}\xi^{1-\sigma} \Big]^{\frac{\sigma}{1-\sigma }}\frac{1}{\xi^\sigma}(1-s)^\sigma
%\end{equation}
where $\xi^{*}\equiv \phi \xi +(1-\phi)\nu\xi$ is the aggregate gender wage gap. The bigger the share $1-s$, the bigger the positive effect of a decline in the aggregate gender wage gap on the marginal cost of unpaid care. The latter then causes, ceteris paribus, a stronger response for paid care demand, as reflected in equation \ref{eq:demandforcareservices}. The effect also depends on the extent to which male unpaid labor is substituted for female unpaid labor, which is driven by the gender norm $\sigma$. If patriarchal norms are strong and a decrease in the gender wage gap has little effect on the allocation of time within the household, the (opportunity) marginal cost of unpaid care will barely respond to changes in the gender wage gap and a low demand for paid care services will persist.  





%The partial derivative
%\begin{equation} %\label{derivative}
 %   \frac{\partial h^{h}_{tf}/{h^{h}_{tm}} }{\partial \xi^{*}} = -\sigma \Bigg[\frac{(1-s)}{s}\Bigg]^{\sigma}  \Bigg(\frac{1}{\xi^{*}}\Bigg)^{\sigma+1}
%\end{equation}
%indicates that the impact of the gender wage gap on the distribution of unpaid care work is bigger when the relative women's initial allocation of care time $1-s$ is high, but the ultimate effect depends on its interaction with $\sigma$. According to this framework, societies with strong and persistent gender inequalities within the household, which barely respond to changes in wage incomes, are characterized by high values of $1-s$ and low values of $\sigma$. 
\vspace{3mm}
\\
%Given the relationship between wages, in general equilibrium equation \ref{eq:demandforcareservices} becomes:
%\begin{equation} \label{eq:demandforcareservices}
% \frac{h_{t}^{{p}}}{h_{t}^{{h}}}  =  \frac{1-\mu}{\mu} (1-\kappa)\theta \frac{\Big[ s^{\sigma} + (1-s)^{\sigma}\big(\phi \xi +(1-\phi)\nu\xi\big)^{1-\sigma}       \Big]^{\frac{1}{(1-\sigma)}} }{\nu \xi}    
%\end{equation}



%\vspace{3mm}\\
In general equilibrium, higher female wages not only increase the opportunity cost of unpaid care, but also increase the price of purchasing market care via increasing costs in the care industry. This pushes the demand for paid care services in the opposite direction. By combining equations \ref{eq:mpl_female}-\ref{eq:mpl_male} with \ref{eq:optimallaborcare} and \ref{eq:laborsegregation}, we obtain the relative price of market care services: 
\begin{equation}  \label{eq:relativeprice}
    q_{t}= \frac{\nu \xi w_{t}^{m} }{\theta (1-\kappa)}
\end{equation}
Given this relationship between price and wages, in general equilibrium equation \ref{eq:demandforcareservices} becomes:
\begin{equation} \label{eq:demandforcareservices2}
\frac{h_{t}^{{p}}}{h_{t}^{{h}}}  =  \frac{1-\mu}{\mu} (1-\kappa)\theta \frac{\Big[ s^{\sigma} + (1-s)^{\sigma}\big(\phi \xi +(1-\phi)\nu\xi\big)^{1-\sigma}       \Big]^{\frac{1}{(1-\sigma)}} }{\nu \xi}    
\end{equation}






%where, unsurprisingly, the price depends positively on $w_{t}^{f}^{}$. Using the expression for the gender wage gap and combining Equations \ref{eq:paidvsunpaid} and \ref{eq:marginalcost}, we get

%\begin{equation} \label{eq:effective}

% \Big[ s^{\sigma}+ (1-s)^{\sigma}\xi^{1-\sigma} \Big]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma }}   = \frac{\alpha \xi}{\theta (1-\kappa)}       \frac{1}{\mu  (h_{t}^{{m}})^{\mu-1} }
%\end{equation}
%where, in a similar manner,
We now observe that the relative demand for market care services also depends negatively on the gender wage gap via increasing prices (see the effect of $\nu$ and $\xi$ in the denominator of \ref{eq:demandforcareservices2}). This result does not imply that a decline in the sectoral gender wage gap (increase in $\xi$) or an increase in the relative wages of the care sector (increase in $\nu$) will necessarily dampen the replacement of unpaid care by paid care. To see this, note that the demand for paid care services also depends on the quality of care provision (captured by the reduced-form productivity parameter $\theta$) and the market power rent $\kappa$. An increase in quality can potentially raise the demand for external care services and help foster the replacement of unpaid care. Crucially, the decline in the market power rent $\kappa$ also has a positive effect in the reduction of the cost of market care services and contribute to expand professional care and reduce the reliance on unpaid care provision. \\

This analysis suggests that policies aiming to reduce the burden of unpaid care should focus on developing more egalitarian gender norms, reducing the gender wage gap and labor market segmentation and wage penalty in the care sector. It also indicates the importance of understanding the market logic of the paid care service sector, like idiosyncratic market power dynamics that, in conjunction with gender norms, might perpetuate reliance on the female provision of unpaid care. Our model suggests that for external care services to help meet long-term care needs, it is crucial to regulate firms and reduce market power rents (i.e. lower $\kappa$ in the model) and to make external care services accessible and productive, possibly via public investment in care, leading to higher wages, more training, and better quality care (i.e. higher $\theta$ in the model).


\section{Role of Policies} 

There is by now a growing recognition that the stalled progress towards increasing women’s labor force participation is related with the unequal division of labor in households including those with frail elderly to care for. This form of gender inequality has significant consequences on the labor supply as shown in our model.\footnote{\cite{arora_is_2014}, \cite{hammersmith_evaluative_2019}, and \cite{bott_dementia_2017} demonstrate the difficulties that eldercare providers face in balancing care responsibilities with their employment. Other studies show that an increase in unpaid eldercare can lead to withdrawal from the labor force or a shift from fulltime to part-time employment \citep{butrica_impact_2014,chari_opportunity_2015,reinhard_home_2019}.} Moreover, whether or not they provide eldercare, women often enter in traditionally ‘female’ occupations and sectors, which tend to be undervalued because they are associated with domestic chores and care work. These are also the sectors where market power rent exists and workers have little bargaining power. In the case of the care sector, this translates into poor working conditions characterized by ‘just-in-time scheduling,’ job insecurity, and low wages \citep{hwang_study_2014,dong_relative_2017,duncan_struggles_2019,eun_trilemma_2019,heger_short-_2020}. \\

Our model’s implications highlight the importance of a comprehensive policy approach aimed at reducing the women’s care workload by promoting a more equal division of labor --albeit a shift away from traditional gender norms--- and by reducing the gender wage gap and labor market segmentation. However, as pointed out by \cite{folbre_rise_2021}, there are also supply-side factors that maintain occupational segregation. The threat of sexual harassment and occurring condescension by male employers or co-workers for example can deter women from entering traditional ‘male’ occupations. Filial piety or moral commitment to their aging parents also can influence labor market decisions.\\

This comprehensive policy approach involves three elements. First, there is need for gender-aware public policies that systematically encourage gender-egalitarian social norms that lead to more equal sharing of family carework. We have shown in our model that gender division of unpaid care work depends not only on the gender wage gap, but also on social norms, which shapes the response of the distribution of care work to changes in market prices. Egalitarian norms can be encouraged through the provision of paid parental leave and workplace leave policies that enable women and men to balance their paid and care work responsibilities. It is also important to carry out gender aware assessments of labor and social policies, with attention given to those in the so-called ‘female occupations and sectors’ including the care sector.\footnote{ Policies providing pensions and long-term care insurance schemes for example, can carry implicit gender bias and care penalties \citep{ham_care_2017,folbre_rise_2021}.}  \\

Second, there is need for a coherent yet strategic approach involving gender-aware labor and social policies that strengthen the rights of workers especially care workers in policy engagements and collective bargaining. Our model indicates the imbalance between employers and workers, depicted in our model by market power rents. This imbalance raises the price of care services without raising  wages, which contributes to perpetuate the reliance on unpaid care. While policies that promote economic growth can expand employment opportunities, they may simultaneously maintain market power rents and the 'care pay penalty', reinforcing the gender wage gap, occupational segregation and the unequal distribution of unpaid care, thus undermining any progress towards gender equality. This problem calls for governments to have a plan of action to create a market environment that uphold rights at work and decent employment, especially for women, and to develop and implement policies that address gender biases and discrimination in the labor market. Such plan includes not only the adoption of pay equity law and effective enforcement of affirmative action, but also the implementation of gender-aware assessments of labor and social policies. Collective bargaining is also needed to ensure that workers receive adequate and equitable pay and have decent working conditions. \\

Third, governments should play an active role in regulating and in supporting eldercare services to make quality care more available and accessible \citep{dong_relative_2017}. Our paper shows that enhancing quality in professional care provision crucially matters for the demand of professional care. Care services are increasingly acknowledged as necessary social infrastructure \citep{meagher_what_2006, himmelweit_marketisation_2011}. Eldercare is fundamental in human well-being and the sustenance of the retired labor force, and has many important positive externalities, including externalities on the female labor supply, as our model illustrates. Hence, eldercare is an unavoidable cost needed for the operation of the economy and society just as with health care and education. Aging societies now recognize the importance of public investment in LTC provisioning and the need for government support in providing adequate training and decent working conditions to eldercare workers \citep{OECD_care_2020}. Giving family members greater flexibility in their choice of family-outside care combination will require gender-sensitive fiscal policies that help ensure adequate pay and benefits to LTC workers. Such policies also help promote quality of care by attracting and retaining workers to meet the growing care demand (ibid). 

\section{Concluding Remarks}
This paper provides a tractable way of introducing gender norms in a macroeconomic model that incorporates long-term care (LTC) needs, gender-based family care, gendered labor market and LTC service sector. 
We assume that gender norms shape the substitutability between women and men's care work. The model demonstrates the interplay of gender relations in households in determining the extent to which gendered division of labor and female labor force participation are affected by changes in the gender wage gap. Consequently, our model articulates the fact that gender norms permeate the household sector and labor markets. Patriarchal norms prevent a more equal distribution of housework and care work, even if the gender wage gap falls. Our model also takes into account some pertinent characteristics of an unregulated LTC service sector, which results in the high cost of private long-term care and variability in its quality. This reinforces the reliance on the family to provide eldercare. The use of
paid vs. unpaid care work to meet long-term care needs therefore depends not only on savings and gender norms, as argued in the existing literature, but also on the existence of market power rents and gender-based labor market segmentation that affects wages and productivity in the LTC service sector. We conclude with a discussion of policies that promote gender equality in households and labor markets and that enhance quality (productivity) in paid care services, which are conducive to gender-equitable outcomes.

%They are crucial in explaining the dynamics of gender wage gap, labor force participation and care work. Our model articulates the fact that social norms are endogenous to policies. Patriarchal norms in particular prevent a fairer distribution of housework and care work, even if the gender wage gap falls. The unfair division of unpaid care work in turn increases the gender wage gap and creates gender-unequal equilibrium outcomes. Moreover, the use of paid vs. unpaid care work to meet long-term care needs depends not only on savings and gender norms, but also on wages and productivity in the paid care sector. We conclude with a discussion of policies that promote gender equality in households and labor markets and that enhance quality (productivity) in paid care services, which are conducive to a gender-equal equilibrium.
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